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OBJECTIVES

PRINTEGRER is a research project funded in the framework of the EU Research and Innovation programme Horizon 2020. As a Coordination and Support Action settled in the subprogramme Science with and for Society, it is part of an overall approach that is concerned with the development of governance for the advancement of Responsible Research and Innovation. Under the headline “Ethics in research: Promoting integrity” PRINTEGRER addresses scientific misconduct and promotes integrity in research.

MISSION:
Enhancing research integrity by promoting and fostering a research culture in which integrity is seen as an integral, substantial part of excellent research, not as an external and restrictive control system.

To promote such a culture, an improved governance of integrity and responsible research has to be installed in research institutions. This newly governed research culture has to be informed by practice, namely the daily operation and challenges of researchers and the tensions and workings of a complex research system.

PRINTEGRER promotes research integrity through:
- Systematic review of integrity cultures and practices
- Analysis and assessment of challenges in a rapidly changing research system
- Development and testing of tools and policy recommendations
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IMPACT

Immediate
Putting research integrity on the agenda

Short Term
Improving integrity policies of national and international research organisations

Long Term
Improving ethical awareness and reflection in research through the education of new generations of scientists

Online-Survey
Educational Material
Analysis of Integrity Culture
Development of Tools
Social Media
Dissemination
Stakeholder Conference